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METCAN (Metal Matrix Composite Analyzer) is a computer program developed at
NASA Lewis Research Center (References 1-3) to simulate the high temperature
nonlinear behavior of continuous fiber reinforced metal matrix composites. N=CAN
incorporates constituent material models , along with composite micromechanical and
macromechanical models to allow a comprehensive point analysis of the composite
thermal and mechanical behavior.
The following sections contain problems demonstrating the various features and capabili-
ties of NIETCA.N. Each demonstration problem is complete and independent of the
other problems. The general format for each problem contains brief descriptions of the
problem. model. loading history. and a complete listing of the corresponding input file.
Section 1.0 will begin with an overview of METCkN, followed by a brief review of the
input --ile and the micromechanical unit cell model. Section 2.0 will, contain static
problems using the linea: and discrete loading history options, while section 3.0 will
feature problems demonstrating the cyclic analysis. Section 4.0 will show a complete
output file, while section 5.0 will list the constituent databank used for the problems in
this manual.
For more detailed discussions regarding the methodologies implemented in METCAN,
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the reader is referred to the METCAN User's Manual (Reference 4) and the upcoming
METCAN Theoretical Manual. The Demonstration Manual is not intended to be a
stand alone manual and should be used in conjunction with the other manuals. Addi-
- tional information regarding METCAN and the efforts to validate and verify the code
can be found in References 5-9.
2
1.1 METCAN Overview
High temperature metal matrix composites offer great potential for use in advanced
aerospace structural applications. The realization of this goal however, requires concur-
rent developments in (1) a technology base for fabricating high temperature metal matrix
composite structural components, (2) experimental techniques for measuring thermal and
mechanical characteristics, and (3) computational methods to predict their behavior. In
the development of high temperature metal matrix composites, it proves beneficial to
initially simulate their behavior through computational methods. In addition to providing
an initial assessment of the metal matrix composite, this method helps to minimize the
costly and time consuming experimental effort that would otherwise be required
Recent research into computational methods for simulating the nonlinear behavior of
high temperature metal matrix composites at NASA Lewis Research Center has led to
the development of the NIETCAN (Metal Matrix Composite Analyzer) computer code.
METCA.ti treats material nonlinearim, at the constituent (fiber, matrix, and interphase)
level, where the behavior of each constituent is modelled using a time-temperature-stress
dependence. The composite properties are synthesized from the constituent instanta-
neous properties by making use of composite micromechanics and composite macromec-
hanics models. Factors which affect the behavior of the composite properties include the
fabrication process variables, the in-situ fiber and matrix properties, the bonding between
3
the fiber and matrix, and/or the properties of the interphase between the fiber and
matrix. The METCAN simulation is performed as a point-wise analysis and produces
composite properties which can be incorporated into a finite element code to perform a
global structural analysis. After the global structural analysis is performed, METCAN
decomposes the composite properties back into the localized response at the various
levels of the simulation. At this point the constituent properties are updated and the
next iteration in the analysis is initiated. This cyclic procedure is referred to as the
integrated approach to metal matrix composite analysis and is depicted in figure 1.1-1.
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Figure 1 .1 .1—Integrated approach to metal-matrix composite analysis.
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Figure 1.1-2 shows the modular structure of METCAN. In the development of MET-
CAN, emphasis has been placed on maintaining a modular software structure and in
providing a user friendly interface. The code features (1) a dynamic storage allocation
scheme for efficient use of computer resources, (2) a resident databank of constituent
material properties, (3) user selected control of the printed output, (4) generation of
postprocessing files for convenient graphical representation, (5) an input file structure
which provides a straightforward user interface, and (6) separate modules containing the
failure criteria, the material model, the composite micromechanics analysis, and the













Figure 1.1-2--Modular structure of METCAN.
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1.2 Input Data Records
The METCAN input file structure provides a straightforward user interface. The input
file is organized into different records in' a specific order. Each record in the input file
must be ordered as they are defined in figure 1.2-1, where each record can be composed
of one or several physical lines of data. Each line of data has a fixed format of ten
eight-column
 
fields (except for the title and comment records). The usual convention is
that each record is identified by a character mnemonic in the first field of the data. The
character mnemonics and other alphanumeric data are entered with character format
(A8), while integer data are entered in integer format (I8). Real data can be entered in
either floating point (178) or exponential (E8) formats. Alphanumeric, integer, and
exponential formats must be right justified, while the floating point format can be entered
an,mhere in the appropriate field. Figure 1.2-1 describes the individual records required
in the input file. the mnemonic which identifies the record, the number of lines of data
comprise each record, and the order in which each record is read by METCkN.
Detailed information regarding each record can be found in the METCAN User's
Manual (Reference 4), which should be read prior to the Demonstration Manual in order
to benefit most from the various demonstration problems.
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roblem title
No mnemonic -1 line
Elution options
1. POST -1 line'
2. LDDIST -1 line
Ply description
PLY -1 line for each ply
Comooshe material system
MATCRD -1 line for each materW
Cumulative load cycles
–T CYCLES -1 line
1. PRINT or OPTION -1 or more lines I





1. Generalized table form - 3 or more lines
or
2. Simplified table town - 6 or more lines
Figure 1.2 . 1.—Composition of the primary input data file.
13 Micromecbanical Unit Cell and Subregions
There are two alternative versions of the generic unit cell model used in METCAN,' as -
shown in figure 1.3-1. A typical unit cell consists of a fiber and a matrix with or without
an interphase. The unit cell is furthei subdivided into two or three subregions depending
on the presence of an interphase. If an interphase is present, subregion A consists
entirely of matrix material, subregion B consists of matrix and interphase, and subregion
C consists of fiber, matrix, and interphase. If there is no interphase, only two subregions
exist. Subregion A consists entirely of matrix material, while subregion C consists of fiber
and matrix, and subregion B does not exist. The user is expected to be familiar with the
unit cell terminology described here in order to interpret the printed output.
A: Matrix
B: Matrix and interphase












(a) Unit cell with an Interphase.
A: Matrix
C: Matrix and fiber
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1
(b) Unit cell without an Interphase.
Figure 1.3.1.--METCAN generic unit cells.
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2.0 static Analysis
Four problems highlighting various features of METCAN for static analysis are present-
ed. Three of the problems involve a linear loading history, while the fourth problem
utilizes a nonlinear loading history. All problems begin with a fabrication process
simulation to account for any residual effects. The first demonstration problem simulates
the longitudinal stress-strain behavior of a cross ply laminate subjected to a longitudinal
tensile load at room temperature. The second problem tracks the variation of longitudi-
nal fiber modulus in an angle plied laminate under a pressure load containing a tempera-
tune gradient through the thickness. The third demonstration problem shows the matrix
shear strengths at different points in the loading history for an angle plied laminate under
a combination of moment and shear loads at an elevated temperature. The fourth
problem shows the development of transverse matrix stresses at different points in the
loading history for an angle plied laminate subjected to a nonlinear transverse compres-
sive j.-)ad with increasing temperature.
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2.1 Demonstration Problem 1
Description: Longitudinal Stress-Strain Behavior of a Cross-Ply Laminate Subjected to
Longitudinal Tensile Load at Room Temperature
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A cross-ply laminate
(2) An interphase between the fiber and matrix
(3) Laminate stress-strain behavior
(4) A linear loading history
(5) A monotonic longitudinal tensile loading
(6) Residual effects arising from processing
Model Description:
A cross-ply [0/90] s laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a titanium (Ti-
15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn) matrix is modelled. An interphase with a thickness of 5% of the fiber
diameter is used. The interphase moduli and strengths are taken as 25% of the respec-
tive matrix values. All other interphase properties are assumed to be equal to their
10
corresponding matrix values. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 35 %, a void
volume ratio (VVR) of 0%, and a thickness of 0.005 inches. The laminate configuration
is shown in table 2.1-1.
Table 2.1-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR WR Fiber/
Matrix
1 01 0.005" 0.35 0.0 Sic/
Ti-15.3
2 90, 0.005" 0.35 0.0 Sic/
Ti-15-3
3 90, 0.005" 0.35 0.0 Sic/
Ti-15-3
4 0, 0.005" 0.35 0.0 Sic/
Ti-15-3
Loading History:
The loading histon- for this problem is divided into two linear segments as shown in
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Time (sec)
Figure 2.1-1.—Demonstration problem 1: Loading history.
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from the processing temperature (1600 ,1 17) to room temperature (70 • F) in the absence of
mechanical loads. The second segment models the application of a 2700 lb/in longitudi-
nal tensile load (1\X) at room temperature. The first segment is divided into 45 load
steps and the second segment into 25 load steps for a total of 70 load steps in the
simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 2.1-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The room temperature stress-strain behavior of the SiC/Ti-15-3 laminate subjected to a
longitudinal tensile load is shown in figure 2.1-3. The nonlinear stress-strain behavior
depicted in the figure demonstrates the ability of METCAN to capture the nonlinear
behavior of metal matrix composites.
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ME1CAN DIMOMSTRATIOM PROBLEM 1
1 tic p"W10cessing Was "Quested.
PCs'	 1
S ho loam redistribution option.
LDO1S-	 F
S Ply derails: ply n0. YLcrd no. Orientation and thickness.
► .i	 1	 1	 0.	 .005
PLY	 2	 1	 90.	 .005
►L1	 )	 1	 90.	 .005
PL i	+	 1	 0.	 .005
S aa:e-'al details: etatt^d me. 	 fr-, evr and fiber!utrla.
Mc'C% :	 1	 .)$	 O.SICR71.5




S Print output at all load steps.
P;l%10t 1	 LRS1
S l..:e^.•+se details.
lh • s : t;E	 1	 .05
S 51201;fled table inpi.t.
10,04:
S First loading segment. processing.
S Start tine, end	 and "uwer of Increments for processing
0.	 2000.	 a
S 1e"-sture in each ply at the beginning and end of processing.
it: ,..	 lee.	 160'.	 160'..
7:.	 7C.	 7C.	 7C.S Mecna- • cal tads at the beginning and end of the processing.
C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 0. 0.
C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.
S Second loading segment: application of longitudinal 	 load.
S Sta-t tint, end ti we ,and nutter of increments for loading.
200:. .	 4000.	 25
S lewe •ature in each ply at the beginning and end of loading.
7C.	 1C.	 7C.	 7C.
7C.	 1C.	 7C.	 7C.
S Mecna-ul loads at the beginning and end of lading.
C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 6.	 •0.	 0.	 0. 0.
27OC',	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.
S	 End ca:a.











0.00	 0.20	 0.40	 0.60	 0.20	 1.00
$vain (A)
Figure 2.1-3-Demonstration problem 1: longitudinal stress-strain
behavior o1 J0/90;s SiCT-15 at 70 OF.
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2.2 Demonstration Problem 2
Description: Longitudinal Fiber Modulus Variation of a Unidirectional Laminate
Containing Temperature Gradients Through-the-Thickness and Subjected to a Pressure
Loading
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A linear loading history
(2) A monotonic pressure loading
(3) A perfect bond between the fiber and matrix
(4) Residual effects arising from processing
(5) Temperature gradients within a laminate
(6) Track the development of fiber modulus
(7) A unidirectional laminate
Model Description:
A four ply unidirectional [0] 4
 laminate composed of tungsten (W) fibers and a ,copper
(Cu) matrix is modelled. ;A perfect bond between the fiber and matrix is modelled.
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Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 40%, a void volume ratio (VVR) of 0%, and
a thickness of 0.010 inches. The laminate configuration is shown in table 2.2-1.
Table 2.2-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR VVR Fiber/
Matrix
1 00 0.010" 0.40 0.0 W/Cu
2 0* 0.010" 0.40 0.0 W/Cu
3 01 0.010" 0.40 0.0 W/Cu
4 00 0.010" 0.40 0.0 W/Cu
Loading Histor-:
The loading history for this problem is divided into three linear segments as shown in
figure 2.2-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1400 1, F)
 
to room temperature (70 • F) in the absence of
mechanical loads. The second segment involves heating up the individual plies of the
laminate to different use temperatures (800 • F for ply 1, 700 • F . for ply 2, 600 • F for ply 3,
and 500 ° F for ply 4), again in the absence of mechanical loads. The third segment
models the application of a 1000 psi lower surface pressure (P l) psi on the laminate with
16

























Figure 2.2. 1.—Demonstration problem 2: Loading history.
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the temperature of the individual plies held constant at their respective use temperatures.
The first segment is divided into 40 load steps, the second segment into 25 load steps,
and the third segment into 25, for a total of 90 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 2.2-2. Comment
records, denoted by a '$' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The variation in longitudinal fiber modulus (Eris) for each ply of the laminate throughout
the loadin g history is shown in figure 2.2-3. The fiber modulus increases during process-
in :, (0-2000 sec) due to the build up of residual stresses. As each ply of the the laminate
is heated up to different use temperatures (2000'- 4000 sec), some of the residual stress
is relieved. However, since each ply is heated up to different temperatures, the resulting
fiber modulus degradation for each ply differs. The application of the pressure load








n^:A% OEWJRSTRATION PROLP 2
S N::ostpro:rss' n; irlesrequested.
PCS	 T
t N.	 toe: redistributio n optlor.
1M:3 • 	
S Pi) Details: ply no, aatcrd no, orientation and thickness .•
P.7	 I	 1	 0.	 0.010
P:I	 2	 l	 0.	 0.010
v.i	 3	 I	 o.	 0.010
v.7	 a	 I	 o.	 O.o10
S gate •ta' details: utcrd no, fvr, vvr and fiber/mat's,.
w 1cRC	 1	 .40	 o.TUS000PR






S r•int eutou: fo • every tenth load step.
Pp l i"C"	 LW
S ]rte •yvse details.
IN1ti: • I	 C	 .0r.




S Pirstibadin; segment: processing.
s Sta •t tire, And tier , and nueber of tncreeents for processing.
C.	 2000.	 40




7t.	 7..	 7•.	 7C.
S wfena •• tal	 lows at the beginning and end of processing.
C.	 C,	 C.	 0.	 0.
0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
S St.c.n: loadin; segment: heat-up to use teegeratures.
S S:+ •: time,	 en: ties	 ,and nunber of increments for the heat up.
2C' AD:	 25





S	 loads at the beginning and end of heat up.
C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0. 0.	 0.
c	 C.	 0.	 C.	 C.	 o.	 0.	 0. 0.	 o.
S ­ -c loading segment: a pplication o f pressure load.
S Ste-: tire,	 end time ,and numte r C+ Increments fe- loading.G.	 6C:	 25
S 1e-.:e•s:u•e in ea:• ply at the beginning and end of loading.
E::.	 7K.	 t::.	 5::.
E::.	 70:.	 t::.	 5C:.
1 Ne:	 a	 ta'	 lcac . 	at tee be;'n n+ rg ar: end of loading.
C.	 C.	 T.	 C	 C.	 C.	 n. C	 C.
t.	 ..	 C.	 C. V.	 C.	 C	 C. I Ti4c.	 0.
S	 ce:r
Figure 2.2.2.-Demonstration problem 2: Input data file.
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Figxe 2.2-3 -Demonstration problem 2: Variation in longitudinal
'finer modulus of 1014 W/Cu.
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23 Demonstration Problem 3
Description: Matrix Shear Strengths in an Angle-Plied Laminate with Ply Thickness
Variations Under Combined Moment and Shear Loads at an Elevated Temperature
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) An angle-plied laminate
(2) A carbon coating between the fiber and matrix
(3) Combined moment and shear loads
(4) A linear loading history
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Track the development of matrix shear strengths
(7) Variations in ply thickness
Model Description:
An angle-plied [0/30/90,=30/0] laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a
titanium (Ti-6Al-4%') matrix is modelled. A carbon coating with a thickness of 1% of the
fiber diameter is modelled between the fiber and matrix. Each ply has a fiber volume
20
ratio (FVR) of 32%, a void volume ratio (VVR) of 0%, and variations in thickness. The
laminate configuration is shown in table 2.3-1.
Table 2.3-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR VVR Fiber/
Matrix
1 0, 0.005" 0.32 0.0 SiC/Ti-6-4
2 30* 0.0075" 0.32 0.0 SiC/ T'i-6-4
3 90, 0.010" 0.32 0.0 SiC/Ti-6-4
4 -30 °	 ' 0.0075" 0.32 0.0 SiC/Ti-674
5 01 0.005" 0.32 0.0 SiC/Ti-6-4
Loading Histon:
The loading history for this problem is divided into three linear segments 'as shown in
figure 2.3-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1600 0 F) to room temperature (70 • F) in the absence of
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Figure 2.3-I.—Demonstration problem 3: Loading history.
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temperature (500' F), again in the absence of mechanical loads. The third segment
models the application of a combination of a 400 lb-in/in moment (N^) and a 6001b-in
shear (NX,) on the laminate with the temperature held constant at the use temperature.
The first segment is divided into 40 load' -steps, the second segment into 25 load steps,
and the third segment into 25, for a total of 90 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 2.3-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The matrix shear strengths (Smt:+ Smt3• and Sm;3) at three different points (before
processing, after processing, and after heat-up) in the loading history are shown in figure
2.3-3. All three matrix shear strengths turn out to be equivalent. Before processing, the
shear strength is 62 ksi. The shear strength increases during processing as residual
stresses build up to a value of 88 ksi at the completion of processing. As some of the
residual stresses are relieved during the heat-up, the matrix shear strengths decrease
accordingly,
 to 80 ksi.
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RE1CAh OD04SIRAIION PKILEr 3
1 No postorocessing flies "duelled.
POST	 F
1 Nd load redistribution cotton.
LDOIS'	 r
1 Fly details: ply no. matcrd no. orientation and thickness . .FO 	 I	 I	 1005
Pit	 Y	 I	 So.	 0.0015
f,.	 3	 1	 f0.	 0.010
PO	 a	 7	 -30.	 0.0075
PL I	5	 1	 0.	 0.005S Material details: btcrd No. for. evr and f1ber/Mtr12.
RcrCa:	 1	 .32	 'O.SICATIW
S Num^r- of Mechanical and themal cycles neouested.Ci: C	 1
S Output resuests.PAIN' ►ROPCJr
1 Print output for every tenth load step.
PRI41C o T 	LAST
I InterOnase details.INTCFR';	 1	 .01
S 516:11	 ied table Input.
iM.CA-	 -3
S F i r s: ioaoing segment: processing.S Start tine, end time , arm number of lacrements for processing.C.	 2000.	 40
I Teaoeratu re in each ply at the beginning and end of processing.UN.	 1600.	 1600.	 1600.	 160C.
70.	 7C.	 70.	 70.	 70.S NecrariCal loads at the beginning and end of processing.
0.	 C.	 C.	 e.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0. D.	 0.C.	 e.	 c.	 D.	 0.	 o.	 0.	 01 0.	 D.S Second loading serent: beat-uc to use tewtraturts.
1 S:t-: tiNe. end tier.	 and nuiver of increvients for the heat up.
tea..	 40cC.	 25S tome-.Lure in each ply at the beginning and end of beat up.
7C.	 70.	 70,	 70.	 70.Sec.	 See .	 $00.	 Soo.	 soe.S Me:narical loads at the beginning and end of heat up.
C.	 V.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 C.	 D.	 0.	 0. 0.	 C.S Third loading segment; application of cement and shear loads.
S Sts-t time. end tine ,and nuaorr of Incremerts for loading.
10:..	 60.:.	 251 Tenors:ure in eacr ply at the beginning and end of loading.SC:.	 W.	 50C.	 500.	 500.
5C:.	 SC..	 50:.	 5GC.	 Sec.
S aiw's • Cal	 loads a: the beginning and end o` loading.C.	 P.	 C.	 C•.	 C.	 0.	 0.C.	 C.	 aa:.	 60:.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 C. 0.	 0.S	 E r :	 Cite.
Figure 2.3 . 2.-Demonstration problem 3: Input data file.












Figure 2.3-3.-Demonstration problem 3: Matrix shear strengths of
10130/30/-30101 SIC?r6.
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2.4 Demonstration Problem 4
Description: Transverse Matrix Stresses in an Angle-Plied Laminate Subjected to a
Nonlinear Transverse Compressive Loading with Increasing Temperature
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) An angle-plied laminate
(2) A compliant layer between the fiber and matrix
(3) A monotonic transverse compressive loading
(4) A nonlinear loading history
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Track the development of constituent stresses
Model Description:
An angle-plied [0,'45;-4510] laminate composed of high modulus graphite (P100) fibers
and a copper (Cu) matrix is modelled. A gadolinium (Gd) compliant layer with a
thickness of 2 57c of the fiber diameter is specified. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio
(FVR) of 5V-c,
 a void volume ratio (VVR) of Orc, and a thickness of 0.020 inches. The
25
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laminate configuration is shown in table 2.4-1.
Table 2.4-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR VVR Fiber/
Matrix
1 0' 0.020" 0.50 0.0 P100/CU
2 45' 0.020" 0.50 0.0 P100/Cu
3 -45 ° 0.020" 0.50 0.0 P100/Cu
4 0' 0.020" 0.50 0.0 P100/Cu
Loading History:
The loading history for this problem differs from the previous cases in that the loading
history cannot be approadmated into a few linear segments. Instead, the loading history
must be discretized sufficiently to capture the nonlinear behavior, with each discretized
point provided in the input data file. The loading history is divided into two segments as
shown in figure 2.4-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a
cool down from the processing temperature (700 ° F) to room temperature (70 • F) in the
absence of mechanical loads and is composed of 20 discrete points. The second segment
27
involves a combination of heating up the laminate to 275 • F and the application of a 450
lb/in transverse compressive load (Ny) and contains 17 discrete points, for a total of 37
discrete points in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 2.4-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The variations in the transverse matrix stresses (o m22n, am22B, and dm22c) throughout the
loading history are shown in figure 2.4-3. The stresses increase during processing (0-750
sec) as residual stresses build up. The different stress levels occur in the three transverse
matrix stresses due to the presence of the other constituents in regions 22B and 22C of
the unit cell. The application of the compressive transverse load (750-1500 sec) results in
a corresponding decrease in transverse matrix stress as the load increases.
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YE' :^ ^rM^q^•At`;0'• PR;S.T r t
S M: pCftDroUS311%s files rtQUtstt'.
	POST	 f
S he load redistribution option.
	
SO::S'	 f
S Ply details: D?y no. utcrd no, orltntatlon and thickness.
	
P. • 	1	 1	 0.	 0.020
	
P. •
	2	 1	 45.	 0.020
	
P. •
	3	 1	 -45.	 0.02C
	
P.1	 4	 I	 . 0.	 0.020
S Mate • '&' details: soaterd n0, fvr, vvr and fiber/asatrla.
	
at-TC S:	 I	 .5C	 0.101000OPt




Ps: ► • CMS
P::A'
P:. 1 %7 cEr:--:
S 0 - •• : c.to.: f.- the last load ste:.
P::-'	 :C$ CM 'w* la •.e- de:2+1s.
	CO . -.' . ;	 1	 CZ
S C • s:-t:e oclrts input.
	
TM,:t:	 37
S a• -s: 'own; sep "* : Drocessinp.
S Time a r : tetre ratu-t in *at- p?!•
	
C.	 7 1 :.	 M.	 70:.	 700.
S Meceerical lea:s.
	
C.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
S -re a"::emetratu-e 1r tact p1!.
	
25.	 t5:.	 650.	 W.	 65C.
3 Me:na •• a' laa.
	C. 	 C.	 G.
S TIP . a • : itmcerate •e in ea: • p?!.
3 Mrne :a' 1066.
	
C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 0.
S 'ime r: le rce-t:6-e it ea.­ D1!.
	
7:.	 55'	 55:.	 55:.	 W.
S he:na :e? 106:S.
	
C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.
f T.r. a • : tem:e-b:u-! 1r ear ci!.
5:2.5
	
C.	 0.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.






S •e:^e^ • :e' loa:s.
	
C.	 C	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 C.	 C.
S	 &•. :etce'a: -t 
	
• a'' S	 130.5 • 43'.5	 437.5
1 ^e: • e •• ca i ^leaa .
	
C	 C.	 c.	 o.	 o.
S ''rt , a • : to-: t • t :^ -e it tat • :?!.
S Ow..e •• :a' lee=s.
	
C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 C.
	
3!;	 35:.	 355.	 M.
1 Ye: •t	 :a' 106:1.
Figure 2.4 . 2 -Demonstration problem 4: Input data file.
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I Mechanical lads.
0.	 -20.	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 Time and temperature In each ply.
900.	 145.	 145. 145. 145.
3 Mechanical	 loads.
0.	 -35.	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 Tine and temperature In ach ply.
95C.	 let.	 165. 163. 165.
3 Mechanical lads.
C.	 -50.	 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 Time and temperature in each ply.
1000.	 Ito.	 160. 1b0. 1p0.
3 Mechanical leads.
0.	 -70.	 0. 01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 Time and temperature to each ply.
lose.	 195.	 195. 195. 195.
3 Me:w .,ca'	 loads.
C.	 -9:.	 O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 Tim and temperature In each ply.
1100.	 210.	 210. 210.	 . 210.3 Mechanical lads.
C.	 -115.	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.3 Tile and temperature in each ply.
Ilse.	 225.	 225. 225. 225.
3 Mechanical loads.
0.	 -140.	 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
3 Tin and temperatu re in each ply.
120C.	 24C.	 240. 240. 240.
3 Mechanical lads.
C.	 -17c.	 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0.3 Tue and temperature in each ply.
125'..	 251.	 250. 2SO. 250.
3 Mechanical	 loads.
C.	 -20:.	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.3 Tire are temperature in each ply.15::.	 26:.	 261. 260. 26C.
1 Mechanical loads.
0.	 -215,	 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0.
I Time
 and temp eratu re in each pl).
175:.	 265.	 265. 255. 265.
3 Mecharical loads.
C.	 -276.	 C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 lime and tereratu re In each ply.
14::.	 27C.	 270. 270. 270.
3 Mechanical	 loads.
C.	 -11'..	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0.
I Time a n d tta,e-Sto re in each p1).
145:.	 275.	 275. 271. 271.
3 "I:earica l
	 ass.
C.	 -3 7 5.	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. C.
I I i me and tiv;erature in *a ct T1).
150:.	 2-!,	 275. 275. 275.
I Me:narical	 loads.
C.	 -4 5;.	 0. C. C. 0. 0. C. 0. 0.
I End W.S.
Figure 2.4-2.--Concluded.
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Figure 2.4-1-Demonstration problern 4: Variation in transverse
rmtnz stresses of (0/45/45/Oj P100/Cu-
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3.0 Cyclic Analysis
Four problems demonstrating different features of METCAN for cyclic analysis are
presented. All problems in this section make use of the same cross ply laminate.  used in
Demonstration Problem 1 and examine the effects of various cyclic loads on the stress-
strain behavior of the laminate. Each problem begins with the fabrication process to
account for any residual effects, followed by the cyclic loads, and ends with the applica-
tion of a longitudinal tensile load at room temperature. The cyclic loads examined
include thermal c ycling. tension-tension mechanical cycling, tension-compression mechani-
cal cycling. and combined thermal and mechanical cycling. METCAN simulates the
various types of cycling by accounting for the cumulative damage in the laminate due to
cycling. Typically, the required input consists of the number of thermal and/or mechani-
cal cycles desired and the loadin g history for a single cycle. Since cycling is modelled
through cumulative dama ge, output for cycling is produced for only the last cycle.
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3.1 Demonstration Problem 5
Description: Longitudinal Stress-Strain Behavior of a Cross-Ply Laminate Subjected to
Thermal Cycling
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A cross-ply laminate
(2) An interphase between the fiber and matrix
(3) Laminate stress-strain behavior
(4) A linear loading history
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Thermal cycling
Model Description:
A cross-ply [0,190]. laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a titanium (Ti-
15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn) matrix is modelled. An interphase with a thickness of 5% of the fiber
diameter is used. The interphase moduli and strengths are taken as 25% of the respec-
tive matrix values. AJI-other interphase properties are assumed equal to their corre-
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sponding matrix values. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 35 %, a void volume
ratio (VVR) of 0%, and a thickness of 0.005 inches. The laminate configuration is shown
in table 3.1-1.
Table 3.1-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR VVR Fiber/
Matrix
1 00 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
2 900 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
3 900 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
4 0 1 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiCID-15 -3
Loading Histon-:
The loading history for this problem is divided into four linear loading segments as shown
in figure 3.1-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1600' F) to room temperature (70 • F). The second
and third segments model the thermal cycling of the laminate. A total of 400 thermal
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Figure 3.1-1 Demonstration problem 5: Loading history.
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(from 70 • to 400 • F), while the third segment defines the remaining portion of the cycle
(from 400' to 70 • F). The fourth segment involves application of a 2700 Win longitudi-
nal tensile load (1\x) at room temperature. The first segment is composed of 45 load
steps while the second, third, and fourth segments each contain 25 load steps for a total
of 120 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 3.1-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The stress-strain behavior of the SiC/Ti-15 .3 laminate after undergoing thermal cycling is
shown in figure 3.1-3. Also included in the figure is the stress-strain behavior of the
uncycled laminate for comparison. For this case, the thermal cycling results in the
degradation of the laminate stress-strain behavior, causing a 40% reduction in ultimate
tensile strength (from 135 to 81 ksi).
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NET;ah DEMOMSTRIITIDN MMLEM 5
S Nc pdstprocess.ng flies requested.
POS-	T
S N .	ice: redist'ib.itlor ODSio',.
LD::S'	 F
3 Ply oe:ails: pl! no, matl yd no, orientation, and thickness.
P-i	 I	 1	 O.	 0.005
P.'	 2	 1	 90.	 0.00!
PL'	 3	 1	 9C.	 o.005
PL'	 a	 1	 0.	 0.005
S Pate •• ei details: matcrd he, fvr, vvr, and fiber/•stria.
NLT:F:	 1	 .35	 0.51Ch1115
I Mom:e • of mechanical and thermal cycles requested.
CYCLES	 1	 200.
I Outo Ot requests.
PRINT FLINDEi
PRIM" PROPCOr





S Sirc l r.led table input.
TM.OA:	 -a	 PROCESS
I Firs: lad i ng segment: processing
I Sta-: tie., ena time. 	 number Of increments lo' processing.
C.	 1CC:.	 a!	 91MMESS
S leereratu •e it tact, ply at the beginning and end of processing.
160:.	 IM.	 I600.	 1601.
7C.	 70.	 7C.	 7C.
S Mecnan • ca l loads at the beginning and end of procesti ,.
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 O.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 D.	 C.	 3. 0.	 0.
S Seconc looting segment: upper portion of therma l cycling.
S Stn: *.ire	 end tine ,ant number of Increments fo- neat UP.
.2C::.25	 BEG:YCL Ur%EF
S le mee-a:u-t	 in tact pl y at the beginnin; ant and o f upper cycle.
7 • ,	 7'.	 7C.	 7C.
40:.	 a::,	 801.	 40C.
S Meehan u i lad% at the beginning and end Of upper cycle.
C.	 C.	 O.	 0.	 C.	 D.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
C.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0. 0.	 C.
I Tr+rd loa! • rg stomt^t:	 lower portion of thermal eyclin;.
S S:r-: :ire. are tire	 are number of inc-ements for lower cycle.
3:::.	 25	 ENDCYCL LAEF
S levee-atu •e in eo: r r'y at the beginnir; one end of lower cycle.
t^
	 40	 41'	 801
7:,	 7:.	 7:.	 7C.
S Me:ha •• Ca l	 og s at the begi nning and end of lower cycle.
E.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0. C.	 C.
C.	 C.	 C.	 t	 r	 n i	 C.
^C'1	 S:	 :in•	 en:	 Sift	 •o^.	 h•.^...	 i • .	 :s	 ':	 1^.:+r;
S to*re	 .:. •.	 i , ea:^ c	 +. the re;i r^ •• ; o ne end cf	 !ca-;.
E.
7:
lden;I Owl. :2 .	 10815 at t ne be; •r• r; ant tn.,,
	aC.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 D. C.	 0.
E.	 L.	 ..
S	 Er::::t.
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Figure 3.1-3.-Demonstration problem 5: Effect of thermal cycling
on stress-strain behavior of 10/90;, SIC)'171 -15.
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3.2 Demonstration Problem 6
Description: Longitudinal Stress-Strain Behavior of a Cross-Ply Laminate Subjected to
Tension-Tension Mechanical Cycling
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A cross-ply laminate
(2) An interphase between the fiber and matrix
(3) Laminate stress-strain behavior
(4) A linear loading histon-
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Tension-tension mechanical cycling
Model Description:
A cross-ply [Q'90]s laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a titanium (Ti-
15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn) matrix is modelled. An interphase with a thickness of 5% of the fiber
diameter is used. The interphase moduli and strengths are taken as 25% of the respec-
tive matrix values. All tither interphase properties are assumed equal to their corre-
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sponding matrix values. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 35%, a void volume
ratio (VVR) of 0%, and a thickness of 0.005 inches. The laminate configuration is shown
in table 3.2-1.
Table 3.2-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR WR Fiber/
Matrix
1 0 0 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/I'i-15-3
2 90* 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
3 900 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
4 0. 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
Loading History:
The loading history for this problem is divided into four linear loading segments as shown
in figure 3.2-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1600 • F) to room temperature (70 0 F). The second
and third segments model the mechanical cycling of the laminate. A total of 20000
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Figure 3.2-1.—Demonstration problem 6: Loading history.
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mechanical cycle (from 0 to 500 lb/in), while the third segment defines the remaining
portion of the cycle (from 500 to 0 lb/in). The fourth segment involves application of a
2700 lb/in longitudinal tensile load (NX) at room temperature. The first segment is
composed of 45 load steps while the second, third, and fourth segments each contain 25
load steps for a total of 120 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 3.2-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The stress-strain behavior of the SiC/Ti-15-3 laminate after undergoing tension-tension
mechanical cycling is shown in figure 3.2-3. Also included in the figure is the stress-strain
behavior of the uncycled laminate for comparison. For this case, the mechanical cycling
results in the degradation of the laminate stress-strain behavior, causing a 12% reduction







NETUh C!"ST WIDN PIDDLE" f
I Nc PCs:orocess` ng files ►eouesttd.
P:5 • 	T
I h: lie: red'st r iw iv artier.
LD::S • 	F
S F:y ot:a0s: pl y nt, wet:-C no, O r ientation, and thickness.
P. •
	]	 0.	 0.005
P.`	 2	 1	 9:.	 C.005
P • ,	 '.	 1	 9Q.	 0.005p ,•	 t	 1	 0.	 O.00S
I Yttt" e1 de:e'ia: Natcrd ne.	 ft-,	 yyr, end fiber/path t,
Yt • :a:	 1	 .35	 O.SICRT115
S Nueee • a' etecnantcal and therlw l Cycles Muested.




I Dr•r: ou;D : lo- the last lead. Stec.
y :,s'	 1..
I	 In:e rp • asf Otto 'Is.
1M*F r i:;	 7	 .05
S S+e " e ked table Input
TYLCZ : PROCESS
! First iaadln; 5"llent; V9050119-
I S:1 • t Vne, tn. tirR , and nu'>Ot • of /ncre*ients for processing.
C.	 1CC:,	 aS	 MPROCESS
S -tr t • atu •t 1r aa:- ply at the beginning and and of processing,
lea:.	 :6C:.	 I6::.	 160:.
7C.	 71.	 7:.	 70.
I Necre • `cal toads at the beg i nning and end of processing.
G.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
G.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
S Sf	 r.- logg ing ftpe`ent: upper portion Of Mechanical cycle.
nue- 04 Increments for upper cycle.S Sur: ;. re. end tine ,anu 	 et!
1:::.	 2:::.	 25	 tEG:1CL UPPE;
S Tto:e-etu-e :r ew ply at the beginning anc end of u ppe r cycle.
1.	 1.	 7C.
76.
S •e;nv'u'	 loa:S at the Deglnnln0 and and of u ppe r cycle.
C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0. 0.	 C.
C.	 C.	 C.C.	 C.	 0. G.	 0.
S 1r •• , :Cl:`-; seem!-t: lower CC-tie- M minim cal Cyc1t.
S 5U : :ltr	 er: tlmt	 • arc melt • 01 Inc-Mt n ts f0' lo.tr C)Clt.
2:::	 3G::.	 2:	 tND:rCL LNE:






S Ye ^r ;!'	 Ica:$ at tte CM -rlrg and end of 10.1 , Cycle.
5::	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 C.	 D.	 C. C.	 0.
C.	 1.	 r	 r r	 C.
S	 F•	 ce:Ste+•	 a:	 •!•	 ^1	 ifa ^t L•"'nt'	 1•t:
. e • .S L:+ • 	 • 1*	 a. tlr . 	n 	 ;!' C.	 tt;-ett • a fcr lot-	 r
t;
S	 : e+: t • t: 3 t	 'r	 tt:'	 [.•	 e'	 •: t Dl;+-n:nl .n; ene	 iCl::r;.
S w•	 ce'	 lra:s a. : r ! Dtp	 - • n; &I: tr; of loaCln;.
C.	 L.	 C.	 C.	 ..	 C. C.	 C.
I	 E • .	 dt't.
Figure 3.2 .2.-Demonstration problem 6: Input data tile.
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Figure 3.2 .3.-Demonstration problem 6: Effect of mechanical
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33 Demonstration Problem 7
Description: Longitudinal Stress-Strain Behavior of a Cross-Ply Laminate Subjected to
Tension-Compression Mechanical Cycling
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A cross-ply laminate
(2) A interphase between the fiber and matrix
(3) Laminate stress-strain behavior
(4) A linear loading history
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Tension-compression mechanical cycling
Model Description:
A cross-ply [0!90]s laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a titanium (Ti-
15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn) matrix is modelled. An interphase with a thickness of 5% of the fiber
diameter is used. The interphase moduli and strengths are taken as 25% of the respec-
tive matrix values. All other interphase properties are assumed equal to their corre-
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sponding matrix values. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 35 %, a void volume
ratio (WR) of 0%, and a thickness of 0.005 inches. The laminate configuration is shown
in table 3.3-1.
Table 3.3-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR WR Fiber/
Matrix
1 01 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
2 900 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
3 90 0 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
4 00 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
Loading Histon•:
The loading history for this problem is divided into five linear loading segments as shown
in figure 33-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1600 0 F) to room temperature (70 • F). In the second
segment a compressive longitudinal load is applied. The third and fourth segments
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simulated, with the third segment defining one half of a single mechanical cycle (from
-500 to 500 lb/in), while the fourth segment defines the remaining portion of the cycle
(from 500 to -500 lb/in). The fifth segment involves the application of a 2700 Win
longitudinal tensile load (N X) at room temperature. The first segment is composed of 45
load steps while the second through fifth segments each contain 25 load steps for a total
of 145 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 3.3-2. Comment
records, denoted by a T in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The stress-strain behavior of the SiC(Ti-15-3 laminate after undergoing tension-compres-
sion mechanical cycling is shown in figure 3.3-3. Also included in the figure is the stress-
strain behavior of the uncycled laminate for comparison. For this case, the mechanical
cycling results in the degradation of the laminate stress-strain behavior, causing a 10%
reduction in ultimate tensile strength (from 135 to 122 ksi).
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MEiCAN oEMONStRA170N ►ROILEN 7
S No vostorocesIing flits requested.
PCs , 	I
S h: )Co. redistribution Option.
UNP	 r
S p ly details: ply no, atcrd no, orlen*Wor., anC thickness.
► C i 	1	 1	 0.	 0.005
►:•	 2	 1	 90.	 0.0:5
FL'	 3	 1	 9C.	 0.005
FO	 A	 1	 0.	 0.005
S Mate • ial details: matcrd no, fvr, vvr, and fiberrmatrfA.
NA • CF:	 1	 .35	 0.SICAI115





S or-r- output for tht last load step.
r. • A Lt!'




S Siaulified table input.
IMCOA:	 .5	 PWESS
S first loading segment: p-ocesaing,
S $%a-t :ire, and time	 and number of Increments for processing.
C.	 100:.	 45	 /E6►RO:ESS
S leree rature in earn ply at the beginning and one of processing.
IE.:.	 1600.	 1600.	 1600.7 C.	 70.	 70.	 70.
S MecM r ica` loads at the beginning and end of processing.
C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.	 O.	 0.	 0. 0.	 J. 0.	 0.
S Sect-. i0adin; segment: ap01icAtion Of compressive load.
S S;+ •: t i me, end tlrt
	 a nd numbtr of intreat,ts for eow.'esslvt loading
2C0:.	 25
S ltxert:u -! in eacr ely at the beginnin; One Ina of compressive 10+:.
7C.	 7:.	 70.
7C.
S re:w'Ca i lamas at tht beginning and one of compressive lose.
C.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0. 0.	 0.
-5::.	 C.	 C.	 0.	 C.	 C. C.	 0. 0.	 C.
S I • irc loadin; slgMr:: uDDe • portion of mechanical cycle.
S Ste-1 tint, !n: time 	 ,ana numDt- O f Increments IOr upp er cycle.
2:::.	 300:.	 2'	 INCFCC Uo ►E:
S lexera:u •e in eac r
 c l y At the beginning one *no of upper cycle.
7 • .	 7C.	 71.	 70.
7C.	 70.	 7C.
S w.ra-'cat	 leads a: the beginning and end C- u poe- Cycle.
-5:'	 C.	 C.	 C.	 6.	 C. C.	 C. 0.	 C.
C.	 1.	 •,r. r	 r r.	 C.
S Fc^ • t-	 1 01c"; se;me,t:	 tae- Dar t •:. -r re: -arice' :'e.
$ Ste —. : ire. en: ti p.	 Jn: nYr:e• -f td: •em.:-4 17• "ssf- t.Cie.
S 1t'r:e r atu r t ' i- es" ti. at t ,t Dl;i„ •r ; 4.c e,: of l0.er cy:^e.
7:.	 7C.
7;	 1:	 7C,
S r t :'t-':al	 loa:i at trt Dtg ir,fn; a n : are O r low CrC1t.
_.	 C.	 C.	 L.	 D.	 C. c.	 C. C.	 o.
C.	 C.	 '	 C.	 0.	 C. C.	 C. 0.	 0.
1 F: • t-	 icev -; segmer;;	 a y .- I le for c'	 ion;+L.:ira i 10+:.
S	 S;e • 	:+	 en: time	 .or.: nu-.z.	 in:remn;s	 for lasdfn;.
S it'.! • a:u rt	 1r NC •
 e ' y	 at	 t he beg i nn ing a,0 one o' loaei-;.
7 C.	 7C.
S r f • 't" Ca i 	 l cacs at the beg i n,in; a le en: C . Co:: CO.-.
C.	 C.	 C.	 C. C.	 C. 0.	 e.
is C.	 C.	 c.	 C. C.	 c•
S	 ca:t.
Figure 3.3-2.-Demonstration problem 7: Input data file.
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Figure 3.3-3-Demonstration problem 7: Effect of mechanical
Cycling on stress-strain behavior of 10/90;, SiC/iM5.
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3.4 Demonstration Problem 8
Description: Longitudinal Stress-Strain Behavior of a Cross-Ply Laminate Subjected to
Thermo-Mechanical Cycling
Problem Description:
This problem demonstrates the use of METCAN to model:
(1) A cross-ply laminate
(2) An interphase between the fiber and matrix
(3) Laminate stress-strain behavior
(4) A linear loading history
(5) Residual effects arising from processing
(6) Thermo-mechanical cycling
Model Description:
A cross-ply [0/90]s laminate composed of silicon carbide (SiC) fibers and a titanium (Ti-
15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn) matrix is modelled. An interphase with a thickness of 5% of the fiber
diameter is used. The interphase moduli and strengths are taken as 25% of the respec-
tive matrix values. All other interphase properties are assumed equal to their corre-
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sponding matrix values. Each ply has a fiber volume ratio (FVR) of 35%, a void volume
ratio (WR) of 0%, and a thickness of 0.005 inches. The laminate configuration is shown
in table 3.4-1.
Table 3.4-1: Laminate Configuration
Ply Number Angle Thickness FVR WR Fiber/
Matrix
1 00 0.00511 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
2 900 0.005" 0.35 0.0 SiC/I'i-15 -3
3 900 0.00511 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
4 00 0.00511 0.0 SiC/Ti-15-3
Loading History:
The loading history for this problem is divided into four linear loading segments as shown
in figure 3.4-1. The first segment simulates the processing of the laminate as a cool down
from the processing temperature (1600 ° F) to room temperature (70 ° F). A total 'of 200
thermal cycles and 20000 mechanical cycles are simulated with the second and third




























0	 1000	 2000	 2000	 A000
Time (etc)
Figure 3.4 .1.—Demonstration problem 8: Loading history.
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defines one half of a single thermo-mechanical cycle (from 70 • to 400"F and 0 to 500
lb/in), while the third segment defines the remaining portion of the cycle (from 400' to
70 • F and 500 to 0 lb/in). The fourth segment involves the application of a 2700 lb/in
longitudinal tensile load (NX) at room temperature. The first segment is composed of 45
load steps while the second, third, and fourth segments each contain 25 load steps for a
total of 120 load steps in the simulation.
Input Data File:
The input file for this demonstration problem is shown in figure 3.4-2. Comment
records, denoted by a 'S' in the first column, are inserted throughout the file to briefly
describe each record.
Demonstration Problem Results:
The stress-strain behavior of the SiC,rl-i-15-3 laminate after undergoing combined thermal
and mechanical cycling is' shown in figure 3.4-3. Also included in the figure is the stress-
strain behavior of the uncycled laminate for comparison. For this case, the mechanical
cycling results in the degradation of the laminate stress-strain behavior, causing a 44%
reduction in ultimate tensile strength (from 135 to 76 ksi).
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Figure 3.4 .2.-Demonstration problem 8: Input data file.







0.0c	 0.20	 0.40	 0.80	 0.80	 1.00
strain (Sa)
Figu re 3.4-3 -Demonstration problem 8: Effect of thermc-
mecharncal cycling on stress-strain behavior of 10190;5 SiCT-15.
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4.0 Complete Output File
A typical METCAI\' output file containing all output request options is presented for the
first demonstration problem. For clarity of description, the output file is divided into
fifteen different sections (one for the default output along with one for each output
request option). A brief description is provided in each section before the actual output.
These descriptions are not part of the actual output file, but are included to guide the
reader. The orderin g of the sections corresponds to the order in which the various
output request options are actually generated. A list of notation and units is also
included at the end to help interpret the output.
A total of fourteen different output request options are available. The output file can be
tailored by the user (as defined in the PRINT data record in the input file) by choosing
various combinations of the fourteen available output requests options. These fourteen
request options are listed in table 4.0-1. The following sections demonstrate all the
different output request options, allowing the user to effectively tailor the output file.
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Table 4.0-1: Output Requests
Option Type of Output
PRINT CONSTI Laminate consititutive relationships
PRINT DISPFOR Displacement-force relationships
PRINT FEMDATA Information for finite element analysis
PRINT FLINDEX Report of failure index
PRINT LDSTEP Information about the load step
PRINT MICRO Stresses and strains in the constituents
PRINT PLYRESP Ply properties and response variables
PRINT PLYSTRS Stresses and strains in the plies
PRINT PROPCOM 2-D and 3-D laminate properties
PRINT PROPCUR Current constituent properties
PRINT PROPREF Reference constituent properties
PRINT REDSTIF Laminate reduced membrane and bend-
ing stiffnesses
PRINT STRCON Stress concentration factors around a
circular hole in an infinite plate
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The following output is produced regardless of the PRINT records chosen in the input
file. This default output contains:
(1) The METCAN logo
(2) The structural and material axes
(3) A list of the properties used in METCAN
(4) An echo of the constituent databank
(5) An echo of the input file
(6) A summary of the input data
Each of the default outputs are described and shown in this section.
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Description: METCAN Logo
This part of the default output contains a logo of METCAN, along with version and
author information.
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Description: METCAN Coordinate Axes
This part of the default output depicts the two different coordinate systems used in
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Description: List of Properties
This part of the default output lists various properties used in METCAN along with their
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Description: Constituent Databank Echo
This part of the default output reproduces, in tabular form, the constituent materia1:
properties found in the constituent databank. The table begins with fiber properties,
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Description: Input File Echo
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Description: Input Data Summary
This part of the default output provides a summary of pertinent data from the input file:
The summary contains:
(1) The amount of words required in the analysis
(2) A case control deck summary
(3) Details about the laminate configuration
(4) A list of the material systems
(5) Information about thermal and mechanical cycling
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4.2 Reference Constituent Properties (PROPREF) Output
Description:
This part of the output file echos the material properties and the exponents for the
constituents selected for the analysis from the constituent databank. This is the same
output found in the constituent databank echo from the default output section (sect. 4.1)
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43 Load Step Details (LDSTEP) Output
Description:
This part of the output file contains information for each load step of the analysis. The
load step information includes:
(1) The load step number
(2) The total and incremental time corresponding to the current load step
(3) The current exponents for the mechanical cycling, thermal cycling, and time
terms of the multifactor interaction relationship
(4) The incremental mechanical loads for the current load step
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4.4 Constituent Failure Index (FLINDEX) Output
Description:
This part of the output file provides failure information at both the ply and constituent
levels for each load step. Failure is indicated by a "I", while "0" represents no failure.
This failure index pinpoints failure for each ply in the laminate to the different subre=
gions defined in the micromechanical unit cell.
As well as providing a failure index for each load step, a failure modes history is also
provided at the end of the output file. The failure modes history combines the failure
index from each load step into one location for convenience. For the failure modes
histon ,. failure is indicated by "v" and no failure by "n".
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M Finite Element Analysis Data (FEMDATA) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced, for each load step and contains information
which can be incorporated into a material property card for a finite element analysis.
The data includes:
(1) The composite thickness
(2) Equivalent ply moduli (E ll , E12 1 E 13' E22' E23, and E33)
(3) Equivalent composite bending properties:
Poisson's ratios (v XY and vyx) and moduli (Exx, Eyy and GXy)
(4) Equivalent membrane elastic coefficients for MSC/NASTRAN (G il , G129
G 1J . G,^.,. G.,3 , and G33)
(5) Equivalent bending elastic coefficients for MSC/NASTRAN (G 11 , G 12 1
 G131
G.,,. G.)3, and G J3)
(6) Equivalent membranelbending coupling data for use Aith MSONASTRAN
(G 11'G 12' G 13, 'G22, G23, and G33)
(7) Equivalent properties for a MSC/NASTRAN MAT9 card for solid elements
and 3-D anisotropic properties for MARC
(8) MAT9 property card for MSC/NASTRAN in single and double field formats
(9) MAT2 propern' card for MSC/NASTRA-N
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4.6 Ply Stresses and Strains (PLYSTRS) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains stresses and
strains in each ply of the laminate for the current load step.
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4.7 Laminate Stress-Strain Relationship (STRSTRN) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced fbr each load step and contains:
(1)3 . D composite strain-stress relationships with thermal effects around a plane
of symmetry at z=0:
E1 Sll S12 S13 0	 0 S16 01
E2 S12 S22 S23 0	 0 S26 02
E3
_
	 S13 S23 S33 0	 0 S36 03	 ♦ OAT
`*1^'
7 2 3 0	 0	 0 S" S45 0 723
731 0	 0	 0 S45 SSS 0 731
712 S16 S26 S36 0	 0 S66 j 712
(2) 3-D composite stress-strain relationships around a plane of symmetry at z=0:
r0l C11 C12 C13 0	 0 C16 Cl
C12 C22 C23 0	 0 C26 E2
03 C13 C23 C33 0	 0 C36 E3
723 C) 	 0 C- CaS	 0 723
73 1 0	 0	 0 "S CSS	 0 731
71• C36 C26 C36 0	 0 C66 712
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4.8 Force-Displacement Relations (CONSTI) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the force
displacement relations with thermal effects:.
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4.9 Reduced Stiffness Matrix (REDSTIF) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the reduced
stiffness and bending matrices:
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4.10 Displacement Force Relations (DISPFOR) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the displacement
force relations:
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441 2-D and 3-D Laminate Properties (PROPCOM) Output
Description:
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4.12 Current Constituent Properties (PROPCUR) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the current
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4.13 Constituent Stresses and Strains (MICRO) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the current
stresses and strains in the individual constituents and plies for each ply of the laminate
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4.14 Ply Thermomechanical Properties and Response (PLYRESP) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the current load
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4.15 Stress Concentration Factors (STRCON) Output
Description:
This part of the output file is produced for each load step and contains the stress
concentration factors at various positions around a circular hole in an infinite plate
arising from stresses, cxx, ayyv and aX,.
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4.16 Notation and Units
The notation used in the output file along with their corresponding units are presented . .
below.
Symbol Units Description
Al, ALFA, or CTE ppm/*F coefcient of thermal
expansion
C psi stress-strain relations
CP or HH Btu/lb heat capacity
CSN or NU in/in Poisson's ratio
D mils fiber diameter
DOTH psi/sec stress rate
E psi modulus
EPS % strain
G psi shear modulus
HK or K Btu/hr/in/ • F thermal conductivity
KF -- fiber volume ratio
116
KFB -. apparent fiber volume
ratio
KM -- matrix volume ratio
KMB -- apparent matrix volume
ratio
KV or KVOID -- void volume ratio
RHO Win weight density
S psi strength
SC in`/psi strain-stress relations
SIG psi stress
T in thickness
TEMP • F temperature
TEMPNI • F melting temperature
THOS
L_
• (degrees) angle from structural axes
to composite material axes
17.7
THLC (degrees) angle from ply material
axes to composite material
axes
THIrS • (degrees) angle from ply material
axes to composite structur-
al axes
ZB in distance from bottom of
composite to reference
plane
ZCG in distance from reference
plane to ply centroid
118
Extensions Description
A, B, C subregions of the unit cell
F, M, D, L, C fiber, matrix, interface, ply or composite
related quantities
T, C, S, TOR tensile, compressive, shear or torsion
related quantities
0 reference temperature related quantity
11 direction along the fiber
22, 33 directions transverse to the fiber
12, 13, 23 shear directions
119
5.0 Constituent Databank for Demonstration Problems
The constituent databank contains the room temperature material properties of the
constituents (fiber, matrix, and interface). The databank used for the demonstration
problems is presented in this section. An 'echo of this databank is also generated by
default in the output file (Sect 4.1) in a more convenient format.
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